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Sexualization has been present in all forms of media for generations, and it is more 

prevalent today than ever. Although the medium of digital games is relatively new, characters 

represented through these mediums are just as oversexualized as women and men tend to be 

in other forms of media. Both male and female characters are often hypersexualized in games, 

but females are much more often than males. Males tend to have character stereotypes, rather 

than being hypersexualized. To hypersexualize a character is to take a character and give it 

numerous sexual aspects. This can be done through changing the character’s clothing to be 

more sexual or revealing, giving them exaggerated body proportions, usually in the breasts, 

hips, and butt, as well as by placing the character in various submissive situations. There isn’t 

much of a point to argue whether characters in the digital games medium are usually 

sexualized, as this has been proven a dozen times over. The issue I want to address is whether 

or not it really matters that these characters are oversexualized, and if it can affect the growing 

global community of players (whether the affect is positive or negative). There is a global 

community of people who play games, and it is growing exponentially each day. If there can be 

any effect through the sexualization of characters, it would certainly be widespread. If the way 

people view a medium can be changed on such a large scale, shouldn’t it be prioritized that the 

changes are made with a positive benefit in mind? The hypersexualization of both male and 

female characters is a growing issue on the video game community, and can affect not only the 

way players view these characters, but the way that people in the real world who play as these 

characters are treated, and can even affect people (primarily women) who are the same gender 

as the characters that are constantly hypersexualized.  
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Before we can talk about hypersexualization in games and if it matters, there needs to be a 

clear understanding of Hypersexuality. Hypersexuality of a person or character involves taking 

the character and exaggerating on their visual features so that they are sexually appealing. 

Aside from a hypersexualized character, there can also be hypersexualized situations, which 

usually are involved with a hypersexualized character. A good example of this is a fast food 

commercial which features an attractive woman eating a hot dog in a suggestive manner. The 

main reasons these situations are created and shown so easily through advertisements, is the 

fact that they aren’t explicitly sexual, while still allowing to easily catch the person’s attention. 

While it might not always guarantee that a person will go out and get a hot dog based on a sexy 

commercial, it could certainly make it so that the person remembers the fast food restaurant 

and commercial. Sexualized advertising has been apparent for decades because it can be a 

simple and effective way to increase sales. It’s been applied through all sorts of advertising 

mediums, whether it be magazine, television, online, or even radio ads. They’ve recently begun 

to spread to be used for video game advertisements, which had a huge impact on the way 

games are marketed, as well as the way characters are portrayed through games.  

With a clear understanding of what hypersexualization is, the next step on the chain to 

understanding the issues with it through games is to look at how hypersexualization has 

affected the game creation process. The main reasons these advertising strategies are deemed 

viable is mainly due to preset gamer stereotypes. The gamer stereotype assumes multiple 

things: that the gamer is male, under 21, heterosexual, overweight, and virgin. These 

stereotypes make it clear to the marketing sectors for companies to attempt to market towards 

that demographic, and it’s done with little exception. This is the main reason that female 
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characters are often hypersexualized through advertisements for games. It has the biggest 

possibility to bring in these stereotypical gamers and generate quick payoffs for games. This has 

continuously alienated all other types of gamers that don’t fall into this stereotype, and can 

even alienate people who do fall into it. Hypersexualization of characters can greatly affect a 

games development, and that is the main way that game sexualization can differ from other 

sexualized mediums. You can have a sexy girl on an ad for a fast food restaurant, or for a beauty 

product, and not worry too much about the actual woman being shown because people aren’t 

expecting to see that woman when they go to purchase their respective product. This differs in 

games, though, because you cannot introduce a character for a game through advertisements 

and then not have them in the game.  

All characters for games have to be utilized in some way, shape, or form, and if they are 

mascot characters and not utilized, the company and developers will suffer very heavily in a 

long term perspective. That is why careful and considerate thought has usually gone through 

character creation, especially when the character would be the face of the game for all 

advertisements to utilize. This has gradually affected gameplay and game design more and 

more to revolve around maximizing use of the advertisement system. For example, there are 

various games in the “Dead or Alive” series, which is a 3D fighting game. As the series went on, 

there were various spinoffs which focused on the female characters of the game and they 

became even more hypersexualized than they already were. These games originally sold well, 

which could be largely due to the games being marketed towards the stereotypical gamer. 

What quickly changed, and eventually made the series crumble was the fact that the designers 

focused more on getting the visual appeal of the game rather than creating an actual good 
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game. This is the trend that so many developers have fallen into, and it has destroyed not only 

once popular franchises, but whole companies as well. If someone bought a game because they 

thought it looked good, but wound up realizing it’s a bad game, why would they want to buy 

any future iterations of the series? If that is the example the company and designers are giving 

to players, why should the other players spend their money on any other games that the 

company makes? It’s a huge risk to play the players as pieces in one large money making game, 

but game companies often do it because they can assure quick payoffs on games based on 

visual appeal, and don’t worry about long term too much.   

Aside from the various marketing areas that could be affected through this 

hypersexualization, it can have a drastic effect on the community of game players as a whole. 

Although there are numerous effects that it could take, there needs to be a clear understanding 

of what the gaming community is as a whole, as well as an understanding of how it is currently 

represented. The gaming community, although relatively new, has been consistently growing 

exponentially each year, creating a huge global community. The main reason that this 

community is able to be global easier than other communities is the large fact that video games 

(since online capabilities) tend to use the internet for various functionality. Before people were 

able to play with others via an online connection, games were something that was experienced 

in a small and contained environment, whether it be a family living room with a console, or 

even the various arcades that popped up across the country in the 1990’s into the early 2000’s. 

Around 2006-2007, online play completely took off, and became the norm for gamers. It ranged 

from PVP (player versus player) game types, such as a standard fighting or first person shooter 

game, to PVE (player versus environment) game types, which featured popular games like 
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World of Warcraft. The implementation of online gaming helped bring people together to play 

games outside of the living room or arcade space. It not only allowed people to play with others 

from different areas across the country, but even across the world. This sort of community 

certainly isn’t perfect, due to the amount of power that has come with the anonymity of games, 

but that isn’t to say that it isn’t a large community. 

Players have so much power due to their anonymity, and it makes it hard for game 

developers to design proper guidelines for the respective sub-communities to follow in order to 

ensure everyone has a positive experience. Hypersexuality can have various effects on this. It 

can affect the way a player is treated based on their avatar selection, how players are treated 

based on their real life gender, and even what games that people play based on their gender. I 

plan to go into why these aspects matter specifically, but before that it’s important to 

acknowledge these various different situations that players can be put into which create these 

negative situations. The first point I want to talk about is how players can be affected based on 

the gender and look of the avatar that they choose. Sexual attractiveness has become so 

apparent in games that there have been cases that players tend to discriminate against 

characters that aren’t considered attractive. A study was done in 2015 by Pennsylvania State 

University and Virginia Tech in order to track the treatment of female characters based on 

attractiveness. The results found that female avatars got helped much more when it was 

revealed that they were female in real life, as well as having a sexually attractive avatar. Male 

avatars as well as characters that revealed that they were male were treated about the same, 

but were treated a little more harshly if they were using a female avatar and revealed that they 

were male.  
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The fact that characters could be treated differently based on their gender alone can 

have a great effect on the community of players. It makes it so much easier to create divides 

amongst these sub-communities due to gender based reasons which should be irrelevant. The 

gender of a player in these types of games has little to no effect at all on how a game is played, 

so why do people care? The simple answer is to just assume that maybe these gamers fall into 

the stereotypes that developers are stating, but there has to be more to it than that. 

Manipulation of how players feel during playing games through advertisements isn’t new, and 

it can bring into place that developers and game companies could be a part of the reason that 

discrimination happens so often. If characters aren’t hypersexualized, then there wouldn’t be 

much of a reason to treat a character differently based on attractiveness. You can’t eliminate 

the issue with just the change of advertisements though, so a different solution towards this 

problem needs to be found.   

The main way that could help fix this issue is to eliminate hypersexualization of 

characters. That isn’t to say make all characters ugly, but rather just to stress that a character 

doesn’t need to have armor that barely clothes their body, or over exaggerated body parts. 

Taking away sexuality in characters isn’t the right answer, nor will it ever be. Sexuality is a part 

of us as a species, and that is why it is so easily to resonate it within the characters that 

developers and designers create. Our sexuality is perhaps one of the easiest ways that can help 

link a player to their avatar and help create a more meaningful connection and therefore 

experience when playing a game. Another potential way to help this issue is to make sure that 

negative treatment towards players based on gender are taken seriously and the players are 

punished for bad behavior. This sort of response though is unrealistic and can’t really have that 
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much effect because of how simple it is to just create a new account or bypass any checks that 

systems would do to detect discriminatory behavior. The only way that it would be a helpful 

system would be to have other people monitoring player actions on a constant basis, which is 

not only unsustainable as far as payment, but undesirable from a job perspective (for the most 

part). 

The next area to discuss is how well players can relate to the characters that they are 

playing as or interacting with. Players can enjoy a game more if they are able to connect with 

the characters they are interacting with or as. For example, it’s easier for someone to relate to 

a character like Super Mario than with a character like Pikachu. It’s not to say that no one can 

relate to Pikachu because it is clearly not a human character, but to say that there are more 

similarities visually between the player and Super Mario, allowing them to assume the role of 

the character better. When determining how well players can relate to characters, it’s useful to 

use a scale of connection for game characters. For games, there would be 3 main levels on the 

scale, with various sub-levels beneath them. The third level would contain non-human 

characters, such as Pokémon. These characters are more difficult to relate to due to them not 

looking anything like us, and in the case of Pokémon, often require human aspects to help them 

become more relatable (a human partner, or being able to speak the player’s respective 

language). The second level would contain unrealistic human characters. This is where 

hypersexualized characters would be located, as well as characters with supernatural abilities. It 

is important to note that if a character is in a supernatural world, but is not supernatural 

themselves, they wouldn’t go into this category. The final level would be realistic human 

characters, which tends to be the characters that players can relate with the most.  
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Something important to note about each level is that they aren’t set exactly in stone as 

to what stage is most effective in relation to how well the player can connect to the character. 

There are certainly some cases where players might be able to relate with non-human 

characters more than realistic human characters, but that is a minority case. There are 

numerous ways that characters can relate to these stages, such as their lifestyle, sexual 

orientation and identity, and even body types. These stages are important to understand, as a 

good understanding of them help to explain why connections with characters are an important 

factor to the global gaming community. Avatars that players create are the digital ways that we 

express who we are to the whole community. If we can’t relate to the characters we are 

supposed to associate with, there is no way that we would be able to feel a sense of belonging 

within the greater gaming community. This remains a fact no matter what stage of the 

connection scale that players relate with best. Although characters that are hypersexualized 

have the potential to be related to by some players, the fact that these characters tend to cause 

more harm than good in the community of games is worrying to say the least.  

It’s tough to just say that hypersexualized characters should be eliminated in order to 

prevent the discrimination and harassment that happen due to the nature of these portrayals, 

but in doing so, you eliminate part of the connection scale, and therefore this would have 

negative impacts on those minority of people who do happen to relate well with those 

characters. It’s not fair to just say that they should be eliminated, so another solution needs to 

be found to prevent it from being such a dangerously effective aspect of the gaming 

community. The only clear outcome that can come without causing too much damage to this 

area is to again tone down how often these hypersexualized characters are portrayed. They are 
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more of a constant character standard, rather than a character aspect of some specific types of 

games. Finding a medium between the various different character types without making one 

feel so clearly prevalent over the others would help the situation become much better, and as a 

result would greatly help the community be phased out of the negative connotations towards 

people who are both connected with or without hypersexualized characters. 

The last area that is important to discuss is how real world people are treated in 

response to these hypersexualized characters, as well as how they portray themselves. This 

subject is tricky to talk about because there is a fine line between someone who is promoting 

characters because they enjoy the character, or promoting them because they know it will help 

them gain popularity. This aspect is mainly apparent when discussing female gamer cosplayers. 

Cosplaying is essentially when people dress up to become like characters from various different 

pop culture mediums. This can range from sci-fi shows like Doctor Who, to anime like Dragon 

Ball, and what I plan to focus on through this section which is game characters. Cosplaying is a 

great way for tons of fans of games to get together and show love for their favorite characters, 

while also meeting others who also love the same characters, regardless if others are 

cosplaying or not. It is a huge community within the greater gaming community, and there are 

tons of good things to have come out of it, but there are numerous situations that have also 

come to arise which promotes hypersexuality over the actual characters that are being 

represented. 

One of the most popular cosplayers in the world right now is also one of the most 

controversial: Jessica Nigri. She is a professional cosplayer who has been in the business of 

cosplaying for numerous years, and has been the subject of criticism for various situations that 
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her cosplay has been revolved around. A good example of this is the high amount of 

accusations that she has gotten plastic surgery to help enhance certain body parts in order to 

create even greater sexual appeal for the characters that she is portraying. She tends to 

become the most controversial with cosplays of characters that were not designed sexually, 

and are hypersexualized. This can be done for a variety of reasons, the main one being sponsors 

by various gaming companies that pay her to help promote their sexualized their characters in 

order to help sales for games. The biggest issue with this was her cosplaying for a game 

released a few years ago titled Lollipop Chainsaw where the main character was a sexy high 

school cheerleader who was fought zombies. The game had tons of promotion via the 

hypersexuality of the character, and Jessica only further skyrocketed the sales of the game, but 

there were tons of mediocre review scores due to the game not offering much in terms of 

gameplay and more in terms of sexual elements. The fact that real life women are able to 

sexualize themselves to promote games, regardless of the reason they are doing it, opens them 

up to being harassed. 

Female gamers are over 40% of the gaming community today, but they are still treated 

as if they are a minority within the community and don’t fully belong. It’s moments like this 

which pushes the hypersexualized stereotype further. If companies see that the community 

isn’t fully embracing the female side of the community, they have no reason to embrace them 

either, because they become seen as a clear minority that would probably be phased out 

anyway. It is issues like this which continues to prevent women from being more prevalent in 

the communities, and causes harassment situations for people like Jessica. There have been 

multiple situations where she was overwhelmingly attacked for doing sponsored cosplays or by 
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promoting sexualized characters that she actually cared about and loved personally. Situations 

like this happen where the cosplayer being attractive can also have a negative impact on the 

community without intending too. If developers see that a sexy gamer cosplayer is popular and 

garnering massive success, it pushes them to continue to hypersexualize their game characters 

because they know it will get just as much success as the people who portray them in real life. 

This begins a sexual cycle, which has happened numerous times in the past. This cycle 

essentially involves developers creating hypersexualized characters and then paying 

professional cosplayers to dress up and promote their games. This continues and will reset the 

cycle because even if there is backlash, the cosplayer will still be supporting the developers, and 

it will continue to contribute to the idea that hypersexualization will bring popularity to a game. 

The other area where hypersexualization can affect real life women involves women 

that are popular gamers. Gamers who record video content to show to the world is becoming 

ever more popular in the world, with the top user channel on YouTube (PewDiePie) is a gaming 

channel with over 40 million subscribers and over 12 billion total video views. Women 

recording game content has become more prevalent within the gameplay recording area of the 

gaming community, but it is even more controversial than female cosplayers. Most women on 

these gaming platforms are subject to daily harassment from viewers, ranging from simple rude 

comments to death threats and dehumanizing statements. It’s become so hard for regular 

female gamers to have a stable platform to create entertainment that it has driven numerous 

channels away from the space. This, along with female cosplaying harassments, creates 

numerous situations which continue to promote the corporate mindset that female gamers are 
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just a minority in the space and are not permanent enough to delegate advertising to be more 

diverse.  

The other side to female gaming mediums is also similar to the professional cosplaying 

space of the gaming community. There are an ever growing amount of female gamers known as 

“boob streamers” who take advantage of their body in order to create a following for the 

gaming videos they make. One of the most infamous of all the streamers is named kaceytron. 

Through her videos, she consistently wears exposing clothes that are the clear focus of her face 

camera. A face camera is a feature used by many game recorders in order to show their viewers 

their own reactions to various situations that happen throughout whatever game is being 

played. Aside from this, she also even uses a popular pornographic site’s logo style as the basis 

for her own logo which is shown to anyone that sees her channel. The way she wants to portray 

herself to her audience is fine for her as long as she is portraying herself that way willingly, but 

that doesn’t change that there are impacts that these types of channels can have on the overall 

global gaming community. This also attributes to the cycle that developers follow. To reiterate 

with how the cycle works, game companies will see how popular these types of female 

streamers are (regardless of if they are famous or infamous) and it will reinforce the stereotype 

that hypersexualization of characters will bring the same sort of popularity towards the players, 

thus resulting in popular sales. In return, the female streamers who portray themselves in a 

hypersexualized manner will continue to do so because they see how games with 

hypersexualized characters are popular in the beginning, which helps reinforce the stereotype 

that hypersexuality is the best way to gain popularity. 
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After talking about various points as to how hypersexualization is prevalent in the 

gaming communities as a whole, it’s important to realize why it matters. It is one thing to 

understand that it is happening, but until the gaming community can come together to speak 

out against hypersexuality and how it can affect the community, nothing will change. The 

amount of stereotyping that happens towards the gaming community in terms of what 

companies assume they want, and it is heavily impacting and limiting the types of games that 

can be made. It’s leading to less unique games, as well as hurting franchises which wind up 

closing down on the long term due to them only having good short term sales. If the community 

uses the power they have in order to speak out against the hypersexual representations of 

women, change can happen. As consumers, gamers have the most power. It’s just up to the 

community realizing how much power they have and utilizing it to create a better global gaming 

community for everyone to enjoy. 
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